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SAINT
Saint Restaurant in
Sandton was recently
awarded the Eat Out
VISI Style Award.
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Saint is the spectacular

new restaurant by Chef

David Higgs and Gary

Kyriacou, owners of Marble.

It is located in the newly

developed Marc Building on

the corner of Maude Street

and Rivonia Road - the heart

of Sandton's bustling CBD.

The 1000Om?restaurant
seats approximately 230

people, has a large bar with

a DJ booth, window seating

overlooking Maude Street,

and some of the most

sophisticated 3D projection

technology in Africa.

After gaining inspiration

from visiting London,

Amsterdam and the

MAISON&OBJET PARIS Trade
Show, interior designer Irene

Kyriacou worked closely with

Reddeco to design Saint's

interior. The result is a space

that incorporates interesting

local bespoke designs and

beautiful impor ted objects.

As with Marble, the

scale of the space at Saint

brings people together in an

environment that delivers an

experience - drinks in the bar,

a meal in the restaurant and an

oppor tunity to share time with

friends, family and colleagues.

"Marble has a more

monotone colour palette that is

darker and leans to the slightly

serious mood," says Kyriacou.

"At Saint, I knew that the

space needed to be a little less

serious in terms of the design.

Using brighter colours creates

a relaxed dining space that

combines well with our design

features like the vaulted ceiling

with 3D projections and the

sculpted bar panels."

The theme of "Pazzo

Italiano" embraces local,

African, Italian and European

cultures - representativ e of

the cultural melting pot that

is South Africa. The design

incorporates and juxtaposes

cultures - a strong Italian

influence, a play on the

Renaissance, and elements of

mid-centur y, contempor ary

and the mythological.

This is exemplified in

features such as the hand-

woven tapestr y that adorns

the entrance. Designed by

Sarita Immelman from GRID,

it features a centaur, African

angel and a Cupid baby - a

mythological interpretation

of love in the modern world.

Similar themes are picked

up in a striking photographic

artwork by Krisjan Rossouw in

the bathroom, which depicts

a gorgeous African woman

in period dress and a gold

headdress, representing a

modern take on period styling.
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The modern reinterpretation

of classic design continues in

the restaurant's centrepiece:

the dome. Originally , it was

intended to feature painted
frescos, but the Saint team

decided to take it one step

further. Moving art is created by

four 3D projectors that map the

ceiling with beautiful classical

imager y that you might see in

Italian chapels. Similarly , the
bar back, by Damian Grivas, is

an oversized and deconstructed

sculpture. 3D projectors also

bring this installation to life.
The basins are sculpted hands,

also by Grivas. And the theme

is carried through in other key

elements such as the wine
cellar, which features custom-

made stained glass that is

interpretive of the stained glass

from Italian cathedrals.

Kyriacou also collaborated

with a number of local artists
and designers for the furniture,

including David Krynauw,

Thabiso Mjo from Mash T Design

Studio and Guideline.

The result is a space that is
welcoming, sophisticated, fun

and a contempor ary combination

of modern and Renaissance. "[It

has] a little bit of everything...
whimsical wonder, local

flavour and international flair,"

says Kyriacou.
www.saint.restaurant;
www.reddeco.co.za Q
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